The media plays a central role in monitoring powerful institutions and identifying any activities harmful to the public interest. In the investing sphere constituted of 46,583 officially listed domestic firms on the stock exchanges worldwide, there is a growing interest "to do the right thing", i.e., to put pressure on companies to improve their environmental, social and government (ESG) practices. However, how to overcome the sparsity of ESG data from non-reporting firms, and how to identify the relevant information in the annual reports of this large universe? Here, we construct a vast heterogeneous information network that covers the necessary information surrounding each firm, which is assembled using seven professionally curated datasets and two open datasets, resulting in about 50 million nodes and 400 million edges in total. Exploiting this heterogeneous information network, we propose a model that can learn from past adverse media coverage patterns and predict the occurrence of future adverse media coverage events on the whole universe of firms. Our approach is tested using the adverse media coverage data of more than 35,000 firms worldwide from January 2012 to May 2018. Comparing with state-of-the-art methods with and without the network, we show that the predictive accuracy is substantially improved when using the heterogeneous information network. This work suggests new ways to consolidate the diffuse information contained in big data in order to monitor dominant institutions on a global scale for more socially responsible investment, better risk management, and the surveillance of powerful institutions.
Introduction
Adverse media coverage sometimes leads to fatal results for a company. In the press release sent out by Cambridge Analytica on May 2, 2018, the company wrote that "Cambridge Analytica has been the subject of numerous unfounded accusations, ... media coverage has driven away virtually all of the company's customers and suppliers" [5] . This is just one recent example highlighting the impact of adverse media coverage on a firm's fate. In another example, the impact of adverse media coverage on Swiss bank profits was estimated to be 3.35 times the median annual net profit of small banks and 0.73 times that of large banks [3] . These numbers are significant, indicating how adverse media coverage can cause huge damage to a bank. Moreover, a new factor, priced as the "no media coverage premium" [10] , has been identified to help explain financial returns: stocks with no media coverage earn higher returns than stocks with high media coverage. Within the rational-agent framework, this may result from impediments to trade and/or from lower investor recognition leading to lower diversification [10] . Another mechanism could be associated with the fact that most of the coverage of mass media is negative [15, 23] .
On one side of the spectrum, the dominance of negative news is pushed by readers and the human psychology of impression formation [24] and loss aversion [17] , which values negative information more than positive information. Thus, consumers buy news and magazines with negative information more than those with positive information [22] . On the other side of the spectrum, the principal role of the media in a liberal democratic society is to hold powerful institutions, such as the government and firms, accountable. This role is fulfilled by identifying any problems that they potentially have. In other words, the media act as the "Fourth Estate" [6] , fulfilling their watchdog role of monitoring the dominant institutions in control of our society. Hence, predicting an adverse media coverage event is important, not only because of the direct adverse effects on a firm but also from the viewpoint of the watchdog role of the press. Furthermore, international institutions such as the OECD are advocating for more socially responsible investment, where an investor has the responsibility of divesting from firms that might have unwanted problems such as fraud and environmental issues [19] . Therefore, it is desirable, not only for investors' interests but for the sake of the public, to monitor and stop global money from flowing into unethical global firms. Here, our focus is precisely to predict the future adverse media coverage of firms worldwide. Given the size of the sample (46,583 officially listed domestic companies worldwide in 2017 [20] ) and the huge magnitude as well as highly heterogeneous nature of the data, organizing this information requires the development of machine-assisted methods. We thus construct a heterogeneous information network that gathers and combines information for firms worldwide. We merge curated data from several sources and store all the information in one heterogeneous information network (with 50 million nodes and 400 million edges in total). We introduce a variation of the label propagation method with edge weight learning using past media label patterns as supervisory signals, and the occurrence of relation types along path segments in the heterogeneous information network as features. We compare our method with a state-of-the-art method with and without using the network and show that our model obtains notably better performance in a prediction task, and is also interpretable.
There are many studies in computer science, dating back to at least the 1980s, on building a heterogeneous information network by gathering information from various sources [11] . More recent prominent work includes the network of Google [9] and Wikipedia's DBpedia [2] , which are used for search engine optimization. Using web-based data, these databases are expanding rapidly. Some researchers even claim that the knowledge graph should be the default data model for learning heterogeneous knowledge [28] . However, the social impact of creating such a database beyond search engine optimization is not yet known. Our work provides positive support for this argument, showing that information concerning firms worldwide could be mapped into one heterogeneous information network and a machine-assisted method can learn patterns that can predict the occurrence of future adverse media coverage.
From the viewpoint of management science, our results can be interpreted as defining an adverse media risk score. Studies on management and finance show that firms could improve media coverage using firm-initiated press releases and investor relations firms [21, 1] . Moreover, recent studies show that firms engaging in corporate social responsibility or environmental social governance activities receive better media coverage [12] and this relationship between corporate social responsibility and positivity in media coverage is stronger for firms in controversial industries [4] . By understanding where the searchlight of a watchdog is aimed at, firms can determine the necessity to communicate with the public for fair coverage.
Datasets Adverse Media Coverage
We use the Dow Jones Adverse Media Entity data from Jan 2012 to May 2018 as our basic data. The data consists of the name of the firm, date of the media coverage, and 17 categories classifying the adverse media coverage. Table 1 shows a sample of the dataset. Further details are provided in the Supplementary Information (SI).
We first test whether adverse media coverage has a financial impact by checking its relationship with a cross-section of the returns. We do this using the following steps. For all US stocks in the dataset, we gather their prices from Jan 2012 to May 2018. There are 1,139 such stocks in total. For each date in the adverse media label list, we employ a 10-day window centered on the specified date. We then calculate the log return between the start and end dates of the 10-day window, and we compare these returns with the ten trading day log returns outside such windows. Table 2 compares the distributions of stock returns with and without adverse media coverage. Normalized histogram and rug plots are also provided in Fig. S2 . The quantiles and skewness show that the negative tail of the log-return distribution is Table 3 : Summary of the dataset used in this study more stretched than the positive tail, which agrees with previous studies that argue that negative information has a negative impact on financial returns. We also performed a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the null hypothesis that the two distributions are from the same distribution. This was rejected with a p-value below 10 −6 . Case studies of adverse media labels focusing on the top-4 negative returns are described in the SI.
Heterogeneous information network
Besides the label information, the Dow Jones Adverse Media Entity data contains basic information on the location and homepage of each firm. However, this information is not sufficient to predict the labels. Hence, our strategy is to assemble data from other professional curated sources in the form of a heterogeneous information network. Table 3 summarized the dataset used in the paper.
We note several points about the data. First, in order to remove duplicates when combining node information from several sources, we did not just consider the name of the firm. In addition to name similarity, we determined two firms from different datasets to be the same if any of the following information was precisely the same: i) their homepage information, ii) the longitude and latitude information of their addresses (found using Google Place API), or iii) their stock symbol. We manually inspected our strategy and found that it leads to smaller "false positive" errors (i.e., incorrectly identifying different nodes as duplicates), but larger "false negative" errors (i.e., missing nodes that are duplicates). This stems from the fact that we could not remove duplicate firms that do not have a homepage, address, or stock symbol information.
Second, half of the relational information in our datasets does not include a timestamp. This is problematic in the sense that it is difficult to ensure that no future information is used when we perform our prediction. To avoid any information from the future contaminating our heterogeneous information network, we only predict the future occurrences of adverse media coverage after Feb 1, 2017, which occurs after the latest date at which we acquired data (Table 3) . Finally, for the relational information in the Dow Jones Adverse Media Entity dataset, we used the Dec 2016 version and updated only the media label information to May 2018.
We also removed relation types that appear too many times in our dataset, in order to avoid computational overload. These relation types include "http://dbpedia.org/ontology/wikiPageWikiLink" and "http://purl.org/dc/terms/subjects", which create about 175 million and 22 million edges, respectively. We also ignored relation types that only appear in the dataset less than 100 times. Furthermore, some of the edges in our dataset have multiple timestamps, and we unified them into one relationship. These include relation types such as "own stocks" and "sends goods", of which the former are on a quarterly basis while the latter includes the timestamp information of when they passed through US customs. For "own stocks", we further restrict to relationships with at least 5% ownership. After the removal of duplicates and data cleaning, a total of about 3.7 million nodes and 9.1 million edges with 216 relation types remained. Table 4 shows ten examples of relations from the top-25 relation types found in our dataset (the full table is provided in Table S2 ). There are many relation types connecting the firms, but there are also relation types such as those for (i) associations and employees, which relate firms to people, (ii) own stocks, which relates firms or individuals to a stock symbol, and (iii) domain, which relates firms and individuals to a homepage. We restricted our prediction targets to firms that are found in the Dow Jones Adverse Media Entity dataset and for which we have at least one item of relational information among them. We call the network of our prediction target the core network. The core network is a weighted undirected network G = (V, E, W ) consisting of a set of nodes V, a set of edges E, and edge weights W. We assume that there is an edge between two nodes in the core network if there is at least one relation type connecting the two nodes. There are 35,657 firms with 322,138 edges in the core network. In Fig. S4 , we also show a scatterplot of the longitude and latitude information of their addresses, indicating that our prediction targets are scattered worldwide. We restrict our attention to the core network because we only have limited information for firms outside of this network. Restricting our prediction target to the core network strikes a reasonable balance between improving the "reach" [26] of our prediction while assuring that we have enough information for prediction.
Model Label propagation model
Using the core network defined in the last section, we define a non-negative weight function f θ : X → [0, 1], where X defines the set of features for an edge i, j extracted from the heterogeneous information network. We define f θ to be a simple multilayer perceptron with 30 hidden units and a sigmoid layer for our output function. In addition, θ denotes the parameters of the model.
We combined the core network defined above with the adverse media labels using a slight variation of label propagation with Jacobi iteration [7] . Our strategy is to split the nodes into the source and target nodes depending on the date of the last adverse media coverage. We trained our model to minimize the loss of predicting the labels of our target nodes. The exact steps connecting X, the set of features for an edge i, j, to the loss is described in algorithm 1. Note that our model is not exactly a label propagation model because we set D ii = Σ j 1 ij∈E instead of D ii = Σ j w ij . The diagonal dominance condition [7] that ensures the Jacobi iteration will converge still holds because Σ j 1 ij∈E ≥ Σ j w ij , which stems from the fact that we defined 0 ≤ w ij ≤ 1. Note that our model is exactly equivalent to the usual label propagation when all w ij equals 1, but after learning the edge weights, the spectral radius of A −1 W becomes smaller than the usual label propagation, leading the model to focus on propagating the labels to nearby nodes. A histogram of the learned edge weights is shown in Fig. S6 .
After learning the parameters of the model, we treat both the source and target nodes as known labels and predict the future occurrence of adverse media coverage events after the last date of the training data (i.e., Feb 1, 2017) to May 31, 2018. A schematic figure of this procedure is shown in Fig. S5 . The duration that separates target nodes from source nodes in the training data was set to 31 days before the last date of the training data for most of the adverse media category types for which we have sufficient label information and 182 days for labels with less information (e.g., sanction, human, and association labels). In Table S5 , we also show results varying the last date of the training data to Aug 1, 2017.
As is evident in the procedure, we restrict our attention to predicting only the first occurrence of adverse media coverage. Instead of using all the adverse media label information from Jan 1, 2012 for training, we could also restrict this set by varying the start date as well. However, as shown from a case study of the top-4 negative log returns in the SI, there are cases
Algorithm 1 Slight Variation of Label Propagation
(1) For each edge in the core network set, w ij = f θ (x ij ), where x ij denotes features from the network.
, where l is the number of known labels. for which the same type of adverse media label repeatedly appears due to follow up articles on the same issue. It is not yet known how much time should pass before we can assume that there are no ongoing allegations. Moreover, predicting that firms that have had previous adverse media coverage will suffer from future adverse media coverage might be an easier task than predicting adverse media coverage for firms that have never been adversely covered before, and we want to exclude these cases as much as possible. Hence, we only use the starting date of our data in the present study, but in Table S6 we also report results obtained by varying the start date.
Edge features
For our model to work, we need to define the features for each edge. We used either the occurrence of relation types in the core network, a path in the overall heterogeneous information network connecting the two nodes [18] , or the relation types along path segments connecting the two nodes as our features. We respectively denote each model as LP-core-relation, LP-path, and LP-path-segment, where LP stands for "label propagation". Instead of using the raw number counts of each relation type or path, we use a binary indicator to describe whether a specific feature exists.
To be more specific, suppose that edge A, B has the following two direct relations and two paths between them: (A,supplies,B), (A,strategic alliance,B), (A,is in,c,is in,B), and (A,makes,x,is made of,y,makes,B). In LP-core-relation, we only pay attention to (A, supplies, B) and (A,strategic alliance,B) and hence use [0, ..., 1, 0, 1, 0...] as our feature, where the two 1's correspond to the supplies and strategic alliance relation types. The LP-path works similarly, but instead of creating a one-hot vector for each relation type, we create a one-hot vector for each path. We restrict our attention to the top-3,000 paths found with a length no larger than 4 for computational reasons. We also ignored the direction of each relation type.
Moreover, we discarded paths connecting two nodes that are already connected by shorter paths. Using our example above, paths with lengths 1 and 2 are not affected by this restriction but, starting from paths of length 3, there might be a path of length 3 such as (A,is in,c,alliance with,d,supports,B) that also connects A and B. We ignore these paths because node c already appeared in a path of length 2 (i.e., (A,is in,c,is in,B)). We use this additional restriction to keep super-nodes (such as industries) from contaminating our path features.
Features in LP-path-segment were created by distinguishing relation types occurring along the path segments. This can be thought of as a collapsed version of LP-path with relation-type one-hot vectors for each path segment. A naive implementation of this would result in 10 segments for path lengths of up to 4. However, because the core network is undirected, we can exploit the symmetry and reduce the number of segments. For example, there is no difference between starting a path from A or starting from B in (A, is in,c, is in, B). Hence, we do not need to distinguish path segments for paths of length 2, e.g., 2:1 and 2:2, but instead we could combine them, creating only one feature of path length 2. We use path lengths of up to 4, and there are six possible path segments in total, which we denote as 1, 2, 3:1, 3:2, 4:1, and 4:2.
Other models compared
We compared our models against the following state-of-the-art methods, both using and not using the network. For the model that does not use the network, we added country and industry categories to Table 1 , transformed it into one-hot vectors and used a random forest for classification. We call this model the "random forest". For a model that uses the network but not edge weight learning, we directly performed label propagation on the core network. We call this the "LP-fixed model". We further compared our method with methods that can incorporate multi-label correlation. Many previous studies combine multi-label correlation with label propagation [27] . However most of these methods are computationally very expensive, and hence we use the method of Ref. [27] , which turned out to be computationally reasonable. However, Ref. [27] graph that is not available in our case. Instead, we use the core matrix, multiplying it by an additional parameter to ensure that the spectral radius of the entire matrix is below 1.
Results

Quantitative Comparison
Our prediction problem is a standard binary classification problem (whether there is adverse media coverage from Feb 1, 2017, to May 31, 2018, or not), so we used the area under the receiver operator characteristics (AUC-ROC) for evaluation. Because our labels are highly imbalanced, we also evaluated performance using the area under the precision-recall curves (AUC-PR) [8] . Because of space limitations, the results are shown in the form of graphics (see figure 1) , while the full table is reported in Table S4 .
We first note that there seems to be predictability just by performing label propagation on the core network (i.e., LP-fixed). However, its performance is slightly worse than that of the random forest baseline using country and industry indicators. The performance of the network approach improves when the adaptive edge weighting scheme is used. This is apparent because LP-core-relation performs better than LP-fixed almost all the time. It is possible that LP-path performs less well than LP-corerelation because we only use the top-3,000 paths for computational reasons. LP-mult does not seem to improve performance when compared with LP-fixed. Whether this stems from the particular algorithm used or because not much information is added by incorporating multi-label correlation needs further investigation. Finally, comparing LP-path-segment to all the other methods, we find that it performs substantially better, outperforming all the methods for all the labels compared in this paper. We also provide a plot summarizing how the predictions of the methods differ in Fig. S7 . In summary, our result shows that using the information stored in the heterogeneous information network leads to a substantially better predictive accuracy.
Interpretability
To understand what our models have learned, we perform the partial dependency analysis on our learned model [16] . However, because the features used by LP-path-segment are highly correlated, calculating the importance measure for each feature might not be a reasonable approach. Hence, we first reduce the dimensionality of the feature space to 50 using a standard binary nonnegative matrix factorization (BNMF) technique [25] and then perform the usual partial dependence analysis along the basis of the matrix obtained by the standard BNMF method (see SI for a full description). The BNMF finds similar relation types among the different path segments that can be aligned together to make interpretation of the results possible. Usually, the sample standard deviation of the fitted values of the partial dependency plot is used as a measure of Table S7 . feature importance [14] . However, since our feature matrix is binary, we instead focus on the absolute difference of the response at the 0.99 and 0.01 quantile of the coefficients vector corresponding to each basis vector (see Fig. S8 ). We also take the average value of the importance measure repeating the training and partial dependency analysis step 30 times using different initial parameters to mitigate the effect of fluctuation stemming from the learning process. Table 5 shows the top positive and negative basis among the top-five important features learned for the "Product/Service" label. We see that basis vector 4 seems to have the most negative effect while basis vector 13 seems to have the most positive effect on the weights. Note that features in higher path segments are likely to have a higher value in the basis vector because our feature matrix is a binary matrix taking one if there is at least one relation type in a particular path segment. Thus, we must pay attention to the relation type in each segment when interpreting the result and, in Fig. 2 , we report the top relation types for each path segment for basis vector 4 and basis vector 13. While the path segments of basis vector 4 include more relation types that are related to the license relation, basis vector 13, which has a positive effect, focuses more on the buyerseller and partnership-manufacture relations. Because "Product/Service" is more related to news about the specific products of a firm (see the case studies in SI), our model learned to value those relation type in the path segments more. Further details and analysis of the "Financial" label are provided in the SI. Figure 1 and the SI have demonstrated a remarkable over-performance of our methods, which requires some explanation. First, when a problem occurs for a firm, it is likely that the firms it is related to or similar firms are also in trouble. The similarity of firms could be quantified by the closeness in the heterogeneous information network, which includes various information concerning a firm. Moreover, instead of using the raw closeness measure that our heterogeneous information network suggests, we adjust for the closeness measure using past adverse media label patterns, resulting in high predictive performance. Perhaps more importantly, when a problem catches the eye of the public, the media itself searches for nearby firms for follow-up stories. By doing so, they can claim that the first problem they reported is not just confined to one firm, but to a more general issue in need of more attention. Hence, it might not be surprising that our method works.
Discussion
The misclassifications of our model can be organized into four categories, as shown in Table 6 . The inaccuracy stemming from our model or data limitations could result in both false positive and false negative errors. There are exogenous events in false negatives that are impossible to predict from our approach of simply learning past adverse media coverage patterns. Exogenous events always constitute an intrinsic limit to prediction methods. However, on the positive side, there might be cases of false positive misclassifications that correspond to unrealized or uncovered events. From a journalist's point of view, the list of firms in this category might be the next possible target for further investigation. From a firm's point of view, this score might be a good diagnostic to follow to take timely actions for fair media coverage [4, 12] .
Moreover, instead of using the media labels as the data vendor provides it, we could investigate further into the text to pick up news that had a significant impact (e.g., arrest, lawsuits) instead of just a shallow allegation. We could also take into account node information (e.g., firm size) to focus on firms that are too big to fail or the banking sector for which the effect of adverse media coverage is already well-known [3] . This might open another way to tackle the fight against fake news, and this is left for future work. In this section, we provide a more detailed account of how we investigated the relationship between adverse media labels and financial returns. We performed the analysis using the following steps. We first listed all firms with a US stock symbol in our dataset that had at least one adverse media coverage. Then we collected all the adjusted closing prices using Yahoo's API. We ignored stocks that had zero trading volume to focus on liquid stocks. This procedure resulted in a total of 1,139 stocks for investigation. For each date in the adverse media label list, we considered a 10 trading day window centered on the specified date, as shown in Fig. S1a . We take the log return for the start and end dates (the difference in the log price over 10 trading days) and classified this as a return with news. We compared the returns collected by this procedure with the 10-trading day log returns outside these windows, as shown in Fig. S1b . In Fig. S2 , we report normalized histograms with rug plots that show the difference of the distributions of log returns with news events and without news events (the rest) for the 1,139 stocks investigated in this study. We confirm that the negative tail of the log return distribution is more stretched than the positive tail, as shown in Table 2 in the main text. 
Real
Case studies of the top-4 negative returns
In Fig. S3 , we show four case studies corresponding to the top four negative returns shown in the rug plot in Fig. S2 along with the adverse media label information corresponding to these negative returns (Table S1 ). Because these events are enormous falls in returns, performing a Google search readily provides insights into what happened to these firms. The Basic Energy Services fall in returns on Dec 23, 2016, corresponds to the date when they emerged from chapter 11 bankruptcy protection. In Celsion's case, there was a large amount of adverse reporting concerning an anti-cancer product called ThermoDox in early February 2013. For Aceto Agricultural Chemicals, May 3, 2018, was the date that the company announced that they would take proactive steps to address their business and financial challenges. In Ocwen Loan's case, the extreme fall occurred in April 20, 2017. The date corresponds to when the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau announced that they would sue Ocwen Loan for their subprime-related mortgage loan services. Note that the adverse media coverage connecting Ocwen Loan and subprime problems had been around (according to our dataset) from late 2013. Ocwen Loan's case is one example of how many follow up articles can appear on primarily the same issue. Top-25 relation types in our heterogeneous information network
In Table S2 , we show the full list of the top-25 relation types in our heterogeneous information network. Figure S4 is a scatterplot showing the locations of the 35,657 firms investigated in this study. They are clearly scattered worldwide. Figure S4 : Scatterplot showing the longitudes and latitudes of the locations of firms investigated in this study.
Location of firms investigated in this study
Adverse media label categories
In Table S3 , we present the number of adverse media coverage for the 35,657 firms analyzed in this study from Jan 2012 to May 2018. "Raw count" denotes the total number of adverse media coverage for a particular adverse media category. "Unique firms" denotes the total number of unique firms tagged with a particular adverse media category at least once. In the table, "Raw count" is sometimes much higher than "Unique firms" which indicates that some firms are tagged with the same adverse media label multiple times.
Methods Our approach
In Fig. S5 , we provide a schematic figure describing our approach. The core network described in the main text corresponds to the network depicted in the center, and the rest of the heterogeneous information network is shown by a schematic icon for computational reasons. Our approach is to learn how to propagate labels by dividing past adverse media coverage patterns into source nodes and target nodes, where the duration that separates these two sets is either 31 days or 182 days (depending on the number of adverse media labels in the dataset) from the date that divides our training and test periods.
Edge weights
In Table S3 : Number of adverse media coverage events from Jan 2012 to May 2018 among the 35,657 firms investigated in this study. "Raw count" denotes the total number of adverse media coverage for a particular adverse media category. "Unique firms" denotes the total number of unique firms tagged with a particular adverse media category. Table S4 shows the actual numbers used to plot the result reported in Fig. 2 in the main text. The results obtained by varying the last date of the training data to Aug 1, 2017 are provided in Table S5 and the results varying the start date from Jan 1, 2012 to Jan 1, 2013 are provided in Table S6 .
Predictive accuracy
Comparison of prediction
In Fig. S7 , we compare the output of our prediction for the methods compared in this study. We only show results for random forest, LP-fixed, LP-core-relation, and LP-path-segment because the results of LP-mult are similar to those of LP-fixed and the results of LP-path are similar to those of LP-core-relation.
Interpreting LP-path-segment using nonnegative matrix factorization and partial dependency plots
To understand what our models have learned, we perform the partial dependency analysis on our learned model [16] . A partial dependency plot is estimated by averaging out the effects of all the other variables using the learned model as follows:
where x i,c (i = 1, ..., n) are the values of x c that occur in the data and x s is the variable of interest. However, because the features used by LP-path-segment are highly correlated, calculating the importance measure for each feature might not be a reasonable approach. Hence, we first reduce the dimensionality of the feature space to 50 using a standard binary nonnegative matrix factorization technique [25] and then perform the usual partial dependence analysis along the basis of the matrix obtained by the standard binary nonnegative matrix factorization method. In mathematical terms, we first decompose the raw feature matrix using binary nonnegative matrix factorization as follows: Table S4 : Predictive accuracy comparison. PR stands for AUC-PR (area under the precision-recall curve) and ROC stands for AUC-ROC (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve). This is the actual numbers used to plot the result reported in Fig. 2 in the main text. where X denotes the raw feature matrix, P the positive coefficient matrix, H the positive basis matrix and the dimension of P is much lower than that of X. We then rewrite Eq. 1 as follows:
where s is the the row number of the basis matrix (i.e. H), obtained by the standard binary nonnegative matrix factorization method, under investigation and we vary p s (i.e. the sth column of the coefficient matrix P ) instead of x s in Eq. 1. We could interpret our model by examining the partial dependency plot and the corresponding basis vector as was done in the main text.
In Fig. S8 we show the partial dependency plots of basis vector 4 and 13 of which the basis vectors were already examined in the main text (Fig. 2) and of which corresponds to the feature that had the most negative or the most positive effect respectively as is shown below (see Table S7 ). Each line corresponds to a partial dependency plot from a different run of model training varying the initial parameters. We repeated the training step and partial dependency analysis for 30 times. We confirm that although there are fluctuations among the partial dependency plots among the different learned parameters, they seem to exhibit similar behavior.
In a partial dependency plot analysis, we usually use the sample standard deviation of the fitted values of the partial dependency plot as a valid measure of feature importance [14, 13] . However, since our feature matrix is binary, we instead focus on the absolute difference of the response at the 0.99 quantile and 0.01 quantile of the coefficients vector corresponding to each basis vector. We also take the average value of the importance measure repeating the training and partial dependency analysis step 30 times to mitigate the effect of fluctuation stemming from the learning process. Figure S8: Partial dependency plot. Each line corresponds to a partial dependency plot from a different run of model training varying the initial parameters. We repeated the training step and partial dependency analysis for 30 times. We confirm that although there are fluctuations among the partial dependency plots among the different learned parameters, they seem to exhibit similar behavior.
In Table S7 , we show the top-five important features learned for the "Product/Service" label. We also report analysis for basis vector 26 (Fig. S9) , basis vector 30 (Fig. S10 ) and basis vector 7 (Fig. S11) . For basis vector 26, we see that it focuses more on same industry relations since "belongs to" relates a firm to industry classification and "send goods" relates a firm to a specific product code that they sent through the US customs. In order to understand what basis vector 30 seems to represent, we first note that we sorted the relation types in descending order from left to right using the number of occurrences reported in Table S2 . The fact that it peaks mostly at the left of each path segments implies that this basis corresponds to common relation types in the dataset. Basis vector 7 is a little bit more tricky, but it seems to focus on indirect partnership relationships, adding more weights to an edge if its surrounding edges are tightly connected with partnership relationships.
In Table S8 , we show the top-five important features and the top important feature that had a negative effect learned for the "Financial" label. We see that all the top-five features have a positive effect on the edge weights. We also report analysis for basis vector 34 (Fig. S12) , basis vector 10 ( Fig. S13) , basis vector 21 (Fig. S14 ) and basis vector 20 (Fig. S15) Table S7 : Top-five important features for the Product/Service label. We see that basis vector 4 is the most important feature with a negative effect on the edge weight and basis vector 13 is the most important feature among the basis which had a positive effect on the edge weight. Table S8 : Top-five important features and the top important feature that had a negative effect for the "Financial" label. [ https://ca-commercial.com/news/ cambridge-analytica-and-scl-elections-commence-insolvency-proceedings-and-release-results-
